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finds that the ovaries of stilbestrol injected cows are atrophic. 
There was no sign of normal follioular develobment, let alone 
cystic follicles: :’ 

c ‘R&y: We have not had stilbestrol treated!, Cows in continuous 
estrus, but where, a number of responsive animals were being injected’ 
at the same time there rarely seemed to be a day on which no cow 
was in heat. In view of the varied experiences ‘at the Dairy Research 
Institute ,and at. Ruakura, it appear’s that animals may’ vary widely 
in their response.. All injections at the Institute were given 
using stilbestrol dissolved in a very small quantity of peanut oil.. 
We have examined nnl:r ? few ,Q?: .fhe ovaries f rbm animals that have 
been-injected, and in no case have we found oystic follicles. 
Theoreticilly we might expect to find the condition found by Mrs., 
Basqett , 

injeotibn 
as it has been. shown in a large variety of animals that 

of estrogen suppresses. the gonadotrtphic F.S.H. hormone 
of the pituitary. 
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A.NEW TECHNIQ~ FOR THE STUDY C+ 
EJECTION IN THE DAIRY COW !” 
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,W.G. Whit.tleston: Animal Research Statio 

In the problem of studying the way 
eject ‘their milk under normal p’ractical condit 
illustration of a diffioulty in all scientifio 
the diffioulty of making acourate,observations 
the object observed. The dairy cow is somethl 
of biochemical reactions end anythlng. which, di 
her. completely ,upsets the results of experiaen 

.her behaviour which involves nervous.reflexes. 
undertook to construe t apparatus which would P, 
rate at which milk flowed from ‘a cow under var 
was necessary that the apparatus should, first 
effeot on the action of the milking machine, s 
alter the shed routine, thirdly, should not ret 
a stranger in the shed. These demands togethe: 
physical aonditions encountered in a uow shed, 
of a,Joh water, meant that’ soine.kind of tele-rel 
wasrequired. Su$h an apparatus has been cons’ 
and has, given ,dependable servioe for 'some montl 
principles of the apparatus are as follows:- 

The Transmitter: This ‘consists of a tinner 
whioh is attached a bakelite, measuring oylindel 

I (aotually 2”) the latter being. fitted with. a sl 
qontacts and a centre cylindrical eleatrode. I 
port valve specially ,constructed for this work 
be aonnected via a lead from the top to the mil 
machine or via a lead from the bottom also to 1 
top lead being simultaneously opened’to t1 
oonneation is made. A separate pipe. with froth 
cylinder -to the teat -cups via ,a dropper tube. 
the unit is ritted with electric contacts whicf 

‘lamps on the recording unit. The bottom of the 
fitted with, a small rubber diaphragm operating 
closed when the vacuum is applied. 
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MILK’ _ 

,‘- Wallaoeville. ” . . .‘- 

n whioh dairy cows 
ons we have an 
experiments, namely, 
without affecting : 
g more than a group 
pleases or frightens ,’ 
s on any aspect of ~ 

When, therefore, we 
lthfully record the 
Ing conditions, it 
y, have no immediate 
:ondly, should nob 
lire the presence ti$ 
with the type .of 

3 .g; the presence 
)rding apparatus’ 
meted at Wdllaoeville 
3 ..,, The basic 

. 

copper cylinder to 
of small diameter 

ral of fifty metal’ 
I the use of .a multi- 
;he main cylinder rnn;~ :. 
: pipe of the milking 
ie milk pipe, the 
: air when this 
trap connects the 
'he valve controlling ‘, 
operate ind lcator 
dropper tube is 

switoh whioh is 
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The Recorder: The basis of this instrument is a 25 outlet 
automatic telephone uni-selector switch altered. to run as a 50- 
outlet switch. The 50 contacts on the measuring cylinder are 
COMeCted by a .,25 pair lesd-covered telephone cable to the 50 .(. 
contacts of the: uni- selector. The latter is controlled by a gas 
tub’e relay system and a mechanical impulse m&king rotary switch so 
that depending.on the position of a bontrolYing switch it will. 
search either for an open contaot or for n,c:,losed one. 

The uni 
paper is fitted. 

-selector is connected to !a cylinder t’o which : 

50 contacts. 
,TLe cylinder rotates onoe as the selector covers 

This gives, the’volums, axis of the 
I’ 

graph. 

The time-base is a.threaded rod driven by a smail 
.synchKnous motor c’ontrolled through a relay by- the’vacuum switch .( 
dn the- dropper, TLis thread drives 3 pen across the’ paper’, 
supplying, the time base, and also accurately/ reoords the actual 
times the cups are on the cows. 1’ 

.. Method of Operation: 
making milk flow graphs. 

The, following is the procedure when 
.A sheet of paper. ib fi.tted to the machine 

and the pen put- in ‘the ,writing position. 
switch an indicator lamp in the shed 

ByitmeanS of a small 
is turned on letting the cow- 

man know that the apparatus is ready to run.!.As soon as the cups . 
are. applied the time-base .starts . Ti:‘t. ur&seiector’.(set to search 
for open dontacts) rotates the recording drum as the milk rises in 
the measuring cylinder due to the following Action. The. ri sing 
milk shortcircuits a stud in the cylinder to /learth causing a gas 
tube relay to close a contact. supplying the uni-selector energising 
coil. The seleo,tor promptly steps to the next contact which, being 
open, oauses the current to the’ energising coil to be:cut off. ThiS 
process continues, until the dow is milked out. T.ti<.: cow-man then 
removes the Cups, so stopping the time-b;lse a”nd turns the control 
valve which causes.the main cylinder to drain into the milk pi 
This operation is indicated at the recorder whose operator stii ! 

e- 
ches 

the uni-selector into -the position in whioh ii,t hunts for the ,first 
closed contact. This .means that it runs ri.gh;t round coming to rest 
on the lowest stud which is&ways under milk’, the draining tube 
being.set at a level above the lowest ‘contact/l. While another COW 
is being brought in and the cylinder drained the paper on the’ 
recorder ,is ohanged and the time base set to $ero. 
valve, is turned to the S’run” 

X&n the control 

back to the “operate” 
p’osition ,the uniiselector is switched 

position when it promptly seeks out the first 
open“dontact and s.tops. This cnsures’that the pen always starts 
at the real iero regard,less of possible errors due to careless 
draining on the mart of the ‘cow-man. The application of the cups. 
start the Ji*ng+ase and the, cycle is repestedf’ 

,/. 
_.j’ 

II 

The present apparatus while satisfactory can be greatly 
improved and a new.model using an improved measuring cylinder and 
a shield grid thyratron,operated relay is under construction. It is 
hoped -to develop the new :method, .which requires less apparatus, 
into a portable form. 
That is, 

The. new apparatus will libe entirely automatic ., 
it will continuously feed out a strip; of paper’with the ” 

graphs drawn on’it; the whole of the controlli!ng gear being operated 
by a multiple relay controlled by the vacuum at the cups. Further, 
the new apparatus will eliminate the need for /the clumsy 25 pair 
telephone cable. ! 

: ,: 

i, . . 

dne. interesting .by-product of this iproject has been the 
design of a devic,e which can, draw a graph of the first differential 
of the volume-time. curve. 
is used. 

Again the versatilei: uni-selector switch ‘I h 
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THE RESULTS OF SOME PRELIMINARY EXPFRIMENTS 

The following experiments had to be started after the 
dairy season was well advanced and therefore suffer from the fact 
that in most cases: the results were obtained from cows in the 
latter half of their lactation periods. However, many interesting 
and practical results have been observed. .#. I, 

. I, 

UTE! OF MILK EJECTION UNDER NORMAL SHED CONDITIONS 

The milk ejection curve. ’ 1. 
Figure 1 illustrates four milk flow curves just as they 

come from the reoording unit. Curve A. is an/excellent sample, 
B is a case of a cow which is slow starting and %trippy"; C. is 
a case of a poor milker,and in this oase the cups were left. on 
too long. D. illustrates the effect of a fright on the milking 
rate of a nervous cow. /I 

I 
The milk flow curve may be divided into three-portions:. 

(a) The starting phase. 
stripping phase. 

(b) The main flow phase. (o)iThe 
Sections, (a) and (0) shouldibe at a minimum while 

the.gradient of (b) should be as great as possible. 'The iast 
horizontal line represents the time the cups have been left on the 
cow after the .last unit of milk has been drawn. 

-for cows milked under normal 
conditions iiof the test were as 

. 
,_ ljJ 

A set of milk flow curves 
conditions has been analysed. The 
follows : - 

Vacuum 1519; 
Pulsator Rate 45, 
Pulsator Ratio 40:60 

. 1. 
I* 

(Except in experiment started ’ .’ 
on 24.2.44.1 which -will be -. 
described ljater. ) 

Each unit represents ,235 lbsr. of, miik. 
: 

‘. 
Soft 7/8 by 3/32 inflations- slackeneq between 
milkings and tightened weekly. 1 
No stripping.. I,. .. 

'. 
: 

No starting; teats washed and cups .apblied immediately. 
I, 

: The accompanying tables set out the'.results and the 
following notes explain the tables:- u 

1 

w ‘= The tota'l weight of milk produced/ in pounds. 

!I’ ” The time taken to yield the last ‘unit of milk 
drawn. The actual time the cups1 are on the cow 

‘. is longer than this in all oases. The. figure 
given depends on the milking out/of the cow,and 
not the eff icienoy of the man in; ,the shed. 

,. 
T.gW = The ‘time taken to yield 0.9 of. the total milk drawn. 

W/T’ = ,, 

1 
The average .milkin.g rate in lbs .&in. 

T.gW/T = A factor indicating the departure-/from linearity of 
the curves.' A linear relationship between W and T 
.will, of course, give. a T.gW/T ratio of 0.9. 
Holding of the milk at the beginning and a decrease 
in gradient at the end of the cupes causes this 
ratio, to depart from 0.9. II 

: ‘,. 

One interesting feature of the result& is the short time 
taken by the. oows to give 90’per cent. of their milk. None exceeds 
4.0 minutes. The form of the curve given indicates the. difference 
between a good milker and a “strippy” cow, Where there is a 
“foot” due to slow starting and a region of low gradient at the 
end we have’ the chief bad features illustrated; 
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The Efficiency of the Shed Workers: 
is customary, 

'In the W~~llaceville shed it 
as it is on most farms, .-to judge the end of milking 

by the:temperature,of the'milk droppers. Then accompanying table 
sets out figures indicsting the. efficiency of, the. process. 

T'. - Ti:c .,actual tik the cups are on the: cows. 
recorded automatically by the mach'inei 

This 'is 

nearer the roti.o T/T' 
Obviously the 

is'to 1 the more efficient 
the milker. The average figure ofi 0.84 indicates that 

.’ with some more effective way'of de'termining the end 
1 of milking quite a fair.percentagel/.of time could be 
saved. ,. 
’ , ‘. 

.General: 

// 

Tut average rate of milking’(W/T) .is very small. 
'. 

Oile of.the fastest milking cows, "FziithP' which was recorded during 
*her,flush produced a flow rate of 5.86 lbs. of milk/minute. This 
would indicate that the machine is capable ofjhandling milk at a 
faster rate than the cows will deliver it. There is a marked 

‘. 

‘* 

1 

tendency for several.cows to approach a:f'low rate of 3.6 lbs./ 
minute. This is seen inthe case;of "Ada" .bnd is found to hold 
'for several others. Itwill be interesting to find how this flow 
rate varies with vacuum. ” 1 

I’ 
'Tix tables .give 

spread over one month. 
the'average figures {or seven tests ., 

;I 
I 

cow ‘. w,A 
i. 

Tegvi : K$ 

Cis. 5rj .3r9 
Dina- 4.6' 5.5 
9. ’ 13.6 4.7 
5. 4.1 5.0 
Ada 9.8' 5.5 
Dawn 5.7 ,5.4 
Ciiloe 7.1 5.8 
Il. 5'.9' 4.3 

-- 

2.7. 
'3.9 

Means- 5..'8 5.0 
--- 

cow. 
L: ‘. 

cis 
Dina 
9. 
5. ,, 
Ada 
Dawn. 
Chloe 
11.. 

T*9W/T T/T: 
/I 

.69 :. .76 

.71 

.70 
l %4 
.82 

.68 .9d 

.56 .89 

.6.1 :".85 

.67 .84 

.67 : .8d, 
* 

Means ID ,66 : .a4 . . 
- 

.’ 

AN EXPERIMENT TCI DETERMINE THEEFFECT OF THE STIMULUS APPLIED TO 
THETEAT OF A COW By THE MILFTNG MACHINE ON THE RATE OF MILKING: 

Methods: Tno rate of milkingiand other factors associated with 
the.mency,of milk.ejeotion were determinedjby means of the milk' 
flow measuring apparatus previously' described. "The 
milk obtained (W.and the time taken to deliver'the last increment‘ 1 

total weight of 

of milk as shown by the, milk flow graph (T) .wd read off from the 
latter and the average flow rate (W/T) determined., This figure is 
a convenient figure of merit,as it rises for cows showing short 
starfing.periods and short stripping time whilejit falls with cows 
which are slow starting and/or "atripping". 1 

.I 
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,87. 
The stimulus was oontrolled b:r ‘1 special pulsator 

arraqgement whioh could be caused to alter frdm a qormkl pulsation 
to. a very short “squeeze” by simply moving a lever in the’ bail. 
The two stimuli used are shown,in the aooompanyin 
pulsator vacuum plotted against time. ‘i 

‘graph showing 

one while (.S) is exceptionally short, 
The curve N) is a normal 

the puls,ator valve not :being, : 
open long enough to permit the pulsator ohamb&s of the cups to 
come to atmospheric pressure. The effect on t’he cows’ teats is, ‘cf ” 
course, in the- oase of the.normal ourve to giv:e a strong definite 
V;ueeze” while in the ‘case ,of the short squee’ie curve we: have the 
application-of a squeeze of .only one-half the ‘normal force PIJr 
about one-fifth of. the normal time 
any likely to be met in praotioe. 

-. a- much smaller stimulus ,than ,. 
I’ ,.m .’ 

The teat cups used in’the. experiment Were .Ytdetrl” tele- ‘. 
soopio cups fitted:wi’th Reid standard grey inflations which were 
released between milkings and kept at uniform ‘tension during us:!. 

‘The pulsator ‘ran at a rata of’45 pulsations per minute and the 
vacuum’ in the machine was 15?. The o’ows were milked in a definite 
order, there was no tstarting!! other than thati, associated %with the 
washing of the teats”immediately prior to the application of- the 
cups and’ no weights were ‘appmlied, to’ the claws @r the .cups pulled 
in any Way aft,er mi,lking ,was ,oomplete. 1, 

I! 

-i ., 

The experiment was run in three consecutive periods. The 
first period (28 days) consisted of a run with/normal pulsation for 
a.11 oows in the experiment under%he conditions outlined; During 
per’iod 2 (24 days) one’-half of the’ cow& were milked with a short ‘. ‘- .’ “ 
squeeze, the rem.ainder, normally, During period, 3 (28days) the 

__,“” 

position was reversed. The cbws were. paired for the, second. and .” 
third period according to their,milk fiow curv$a as obtained. during 
the preliminary control period. ,’ I ‘I 

Results: The ‘results. of the e’xperimeht ‘ari set out in the 
accwng table and. set of milk .flow curves! All are .takcn at 
afternoon milkings.’ The table gives ii{,‘,‘, T, VJ/Td and the difference ’ 
between the values, of Vi/T found for the pairs df oows’. During the 
oontrol, period (I) the mean difference between lithe two groups was 
+ a.02 ( for the,mcan value. of N - S as divided for period 2). 
The mean &ifferehoes fok the, two experimental ,$erio& we.re. - 0.01 ‘-’ 
and + 0.096‘ (S 
not significant. 

- N ds taken in,period 2). Thbse differences are 
The. larger difference ‘-in perf;od 3 is .due to the 

mismatoh of two Pairs - Ada-Chloe and .Duwn-5. ‘These cows’ are not 
drying off at the same .rate and therefore show (iincreasingly Wide 

,.. 

differences which. are unrelated to the experiment. Despite- this’ ‘, 
faot,there is’no significantdifference betwee? the average milking 
rates for the tWo groups. 

1: 
I 

Tuti graphs give’muoh more ‘information ‘than the tables 
The arrows .mark the beginnings gf the experimen’tal periods and’.the 
sets of curves are given in the order ‘in which the related data ’ ,’ ., 
appear in .the table. 

.(, .,, ,’ ,(/ 
j j 

1; Ada ‘an; Chloe . These two Cows are the best milkers of the- 
group l 

Chloe s reactions When compelled to ,alter her usual milking ,: s 
procedure and enter a new bail are interesting.1 HKY first curve 
shows a,very slow and unsatisfactory milking ra$e. In neither case ‘I 
is there any marked ohange when the pulsator <isI; changed.’ The effebt 
of the end of the laotation period is seen clearly in the case of 
Chfee 4 The milk, flow rate falls as tile, total amount of milk falls. ’ 
This tiean& that the milking time does not get shorter as the yield .+ 
falls off. 
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2. 9 and Dina;. There is a great variation in the flow graphs 
of these cows but again there is little differefnce between the 
normal and short squeeze groups. The change f’rom normal to, short 
squeeze with Dina shows an abnormal curve which/; quickly rights 
itself. The extraordinary variations within one group for one 
particular cow 8r.e undoubtedly contributed to by the fact that the 
animals .are used for other. experiments. For instance, it has 
noted that on the day when the% cows have been bhed for another 

been 

‘I 

experiment the milk flor; curves are far from.tyfiibal. However , 
these effects apply to both groups and do not insalidate the general 
results of the experiment. The effect of advanfing lactation is 
clearly seen in these curves, 

‘. I 
i 3. 5 and Dawn. I’ 

Xith .both of these cows the change from normal 

.I 
to short squeeze has’ the effect ‘of delaying I’letting down;’ and in, 

I 

the, case, of Dawn ,there is. a poor milk yield on the day of the change i 
Apparently the effect does,not last as the next/test gives a normal 
curve in both cases. The psychological effectiof the strange 

. 

pulsation is probably’ the f,actor, As sQon as the cow is used to ‘_ : 

the effect normal milking- is resumed-.. 
itself in a few days. 

In this case the cow adjusted, 

stage of lactation. 
These cows are not matched with respect to 

The effect is shown clear14 by the curves. ‘I 

4. Cks and 11, 
,: 

In the case of this. pair -the change fr,om normal ” 
‘_ to short squeeze for Cis was accompanied by a record milking and 

the converse change, with an abnormally low yieljd. However, in 
I. neither .csse was ‘the shape of the curve altered.! Any differences 

between the periods in,this group are’certafnly /not significant. 
,- 

Generally, it may be said that there is” no difference be- ” 
tween the milking rate of’s group of cows milked/l with a normal 
pulsator and of a group milked with a pulsator g:$ving a very short ,. 
light “squeeze” phase. .j 

4 1 
I .This conclusion led us to exami’ne the behaviour of a group 

of cows milked with the normal pulsation applied/; at different times 
thr_oughout the milking, p’: Y’iOd ., 

,, 

I 11. 
Graphs 5 and 6 Y~OW the effect of. starting milking with the 

pulsator running the.? L s!.,utting it off after 1.6 minutes. The left 
hand curves are controls taken on the previous diy. Vf’ indicates 
the pulsation period, “N.I .I’ 

:.. inflations Wm.3 teady . 
the period when the 1 vacuum behind the 

the graph, 
In neither case is there any effect shown in 

It should, however, be noted that moat cows show some 
symptoms of discomfort when the pulsator has been stoppe,d for some 
time. 1 

‘. 

: j : , 

Graph 7. In this case the pulsator was running for 0.7 minutes 
when it. was shut ‘off, The’milk flow curve flattened to rise’ again 
when ,the, pulsatorwas started again. This may be due to the cow not 
having let down her milk when the pulsator was turned off. 

Graph 8. The pulsator ran for .1.3 minutes in this case before 
I ‘being stopped. It was started again when the- curve started to 

flatten, As can be seen the curve is a normal one. 

Graph 9. In this ‘case the pulsator ran 1.2 mi’nutes. When the 
j: : ‘..’ 

i/ -milk flow. had ceased the stimulus was again applded. The dotted 
portion of the curve rePresented the period during which there &OS 
no milk flow. Recommencement of pulsation had no, effect. ’ ‘, 

Graph 10. This cow was treated as for graph 91: except that pulsa- ” 
tion was applied when the curve started to flatten. Again there is 

1; no significant effect except that the COWES annoyance was expressed’ 
more actively than in previous cases, 

/I 
I (1 / 

I. I 

. ,I; 

. I; 
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89. 
Graph 11. 1, 

The left hand graph is, as in previous cows, the 
control taken the previous day. The right hand ,curve is the result 
Of attempting to milk the cow with,no pulsation./. The cups were 
kicked off several times, and the cow’shcwod the, greatest annoyance,. 
At the point marked by the arrow the pulsation was applied. Nothing 
happened as appe,rently”the cow was completely upset. An attempt 
to carry out this. experiment on another cow ,caused even more trouble 
SO the experiment was discontinued, ‘, ‘;i 

” 
It should be not&d -that graphs 5, 6 and 9 were taken .oI-. 

COWS to which’the short squeeze pulsation was applied during the ,. 
main experiment; the remainder were in the normal group-. .’ 

‘). ,. (“’ 
The experiment demonstrated, ‘firstly that no pulsation 

appli,ed, to the teat sups caused such acute discomfort to the cow 
that the milk is not “,lGt down”;. secondly; that!: if the pulsator is 
operated long enough C,o cituse the milk to be leti’down the flow curve 
remains normal when the pulsator is shut off ,after l:Z,minutes. 

// 

It would. appear, in the light of the above experiments, 
that, provided there is enough, mechanical action of the inflation 
to give a, stimulus of some ‘kind to, the teat’, cows will milk normallyY 
Further, it appears that once the milk has been ‘\‘let down” properly 
the cow milks normally. This point will be the subject of further 
experiments carried out with a view to determining whether the dis- 
comfort caused by no pulsation’: can’under some circumstances cause a 
strong enough “fear reaction ” 
‘n the middle, of milking. 

to inhibit the. “letting down”, process 

I .I ’ 

_ ‘XP’FRIMENTS ON THE N6RMONAL. CONTROL. OF MILK EJECTION: 
‘. 

vi&w of Petersen 
ect of th-e following’experiment was to confirm the ” 
J.D.S., XIV, 3, 211) that the iactor controlling ’ 

the rise in intramammary pressure associated with the “letting d’own” 
of ,the milk, originates in the pituitary gland. /! 

Method. ’ 
1 .’ 

Approximately 2 minutes be,fore the applicat,ion of the 
teat cups the animal was given intravenously 3 m$. of l/1,000 
adrenalin, Tne milking procedure was then carried onas usual with 
the, flow recorder in operation. -As soon as it was evident that the 
milk flow had stop 

P 
ed completely 4 ml. of “Infundin” posterior 

‘. : 

pituitary extract 10 units/ml.) .nere given intra!venpusly, 
. . . ij’ ,‘. 

Results .’ Graph, 12 snows the milkf low curve for ‘cow “Dawn” when .’ 

treated, as above. _, The.’ curve on the left is the normal curve obtained 
the previous day. The arrcw marks the point at :Thich the pituitary 
extract was given. 

% ,- 
Graph 13 shows the results of the same:: experiment on CO&', ;I 

No. 11. . 1, 

The following figures are- of interest:!- ” .I 
I 

cow ; Total Milk Milk given ‘before Percent giv- 
,- 

‘. 9. Pituitary E xtrac t en before’ ,. 
Injected 1 “letting down’! 

Dawn 
11. ; 

e-5.8 
4.7:’ ‘_, 

.3*1 
!, 

1.4 j/ ” 
‘53 .’ 

30 
I 

.There is’no doubt’ from these results that the “letting 
down”. prccess, artificially inhibited by,adrenal’in, is set. in op- 
6ration.by posterior lobe pituitary extract. It/; may be considered 
that the volume of milk given after the action air adrenalin. has. ,. 
taken. place represents themlume,of .the milk cls;tern arid larger 
ducts l This is. the view of Hammond, Swett, Zumopt and others . : 

1 
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working on this problem. This volume apparently. varies greatly 
from oow to oow. Figures given ‘by, different workers range from 70 
percent. (Swett, Miller’ and Gidves (J. AL:ric: R$s., 45, 385 and‘ ‘, 
401)) to 36 per oent. (Ragsdale, J.D.S., 7, 299). In the oase 
of oow “Chloe” used for the “no pulsator” experiment (r:,raph 11) 
we get a yield of 1.5 lbs. when milked without ,the “letting down” 
reflex being stimulated; while the yield on thel:previous day under 
tiormal conditions was ? .8 lbs. i ,e . only about 19 per oent . of, the 
milk was’ given without the normal ,stimulus. : 

ll 

!i’HE INFLUENCE OF PULLING DOWN ON THE CUPS OF CC& AT ‘.&E END ‘. 
OF ‘IX-E MACHINE MILKING P&IOD. ,’ iI 

The following results were obtained on aowS nearing the 

,’ .I 

end of the laotation period. Tht,y tire, therefore, not typical of 
normal milking butindicate ,the signifioanoe ofljthe procedure ‘of 
pulling down on the oups .prior to letting. the cow out .of the bail 
.when’hand. stripping is not pr,actised. t ; 

i; 

The following. table gives. the ‘total milk yielded and the 
amount given when the cups, .were pulled after normal milking had 
stopped, in actual ieiGht and as a percentage.. 1 ‘_ 

..,’ ,!,. 

:. 

cow ,.‘, 
. 

offal, _J 11 k . MilK”Given on I: Per Crnt. -. 
,, Pulling Down. I; 

cis. 
4.7 
s,.o. ,. 0.9 (?) 1.; 1; -,.. 

,’ idu. 
&7’ ;I E.9” 

f : ., 

.- I’ 7.0: . ; ii 
& ‘. 

I. .’ .I 
7,’ 

- 
: il 

‘As oan be seen, the total,,yields are yw and are typical - 
only, of end of the season’ conditions. 

,, 1 
/I 

The milk flow graphs are reproduced on the accompanying 
sheet. ‘The ‘arrow indicates the point at, whioh the cups were pulled. I._ 
The point. was judged by the .&w-man, by feeling tihe milk down dropper r 
in the ,usual way.. The. response of -th.e ooWs to this operation is 
variable and ranges frn!n no ,effect to a very oonisiderable effect. 
In ‘the case of two cows on one’ day of the experiment it was necessar: .-‘. 
to: pull down on, the ,cups to start .milking within: a reasonable period. ,‘: 
It appears that towards the end of the .season the oows let their ’ : 
milk down more slowly than during the flush, . . i; . 

j, ‘, ,. 

while the above experiments are not veky- satisfactory 
because of the variability of the cows,at the. en’s of the season they 
indioate the need for attention to the manipulation of the udder.to, .’ 
e isure starting of the, cows when the cups are pult on and the pulling 
or otherwise handling ,the., cups before their removal, when’hand stripp. 
ing is not practised. 

i 
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Group A, Grou: 

p&J Perid cow -e .w. & W/T-, cow 'w, 

Ada’. 0.5 6.1 1.. 4 ' Ch1o.e 
- 

2.: 
9.4 

'k.4 
6.3 1.5 6.i 
3.9 2.7 

8.2.44) 9.6 '5.0 1;9 
.17.2.44) 9..4 5.4. 1.7 
21.2.44) .- 9.5 5.'2 '1.8 
~.23.2,44) 11.0 ‘5.9: 1.9 

:” 

24.2i44) 2.. 
28.2.44) 
3.3,.44), : 
9.3.44) 
16.3.44)., ” 

23.3.44) 
30.3.44) 
6.4.44,) 
13.4,,$4) ‘, 
,14.4.44) - ,’ 

,s,. 5 
- 

,9.9 6.2 1.6 
10.1, 4.5 2.2 
7.9 4.6 1.7 i 
7.9 4.9' .1.6 
6.4 ':4.4 1.5 
: 

A.. ‘; 

8.7, 5.8 1.5 

7:9 :.; ;.;. 6:7 

1.0 ,' 

1.2 1;7 
4.7 2.2 2.1 ,> 
.6.6 4.4 
5..2 4.7 

8.I 
9 r 
71; 
,7.! 

,j13 
6.E 
5.2 

2.2 
Z.8 

27i1.44) L. $ .’ Dine 4.2 
4.9 5.1 0':: 49 
5.2 .-6;O 5:o 

,8.2.44) 
i7.2.44 

1 F'1.2.44 
23.2.44) 

3.0 4.2 0.7 
4.2. 5.6 0'47 
3:o. '3tl li0'. 
,bb9 '3t4 0.3 ‘, 

2: 
QI4 
3.7 

./ 
s,, 

24.2.44) .2, ‘1 .4.2 5.4 0.8 4-3 
28.2.44 y3.7 4.9 0.8 ; 4.0 
3.3.44 1;2 '3.5 0.3'. 
9.3.44) '1.9 ,,3.7 0.5 4"*; 

16.3.44) ,: 2.4 4;3 0.6 3:0 
‘. 

,‘,’ j’.. 
LA 

17.3,44)" 3,. 

2.6 '4.8' 0.5 
‘, 

'0.3 
‘2.'9. 5.2 0.6 4;'O 

2.1 4.6 ;*t 
* x:4 

14.4.44) : O;?. 3..8 0.2 1.0 ,_ . 

i 
II 

/;’ 
li 

/, 

Ii .Ql; ” 
W/T 

T. V& DBerances.' 
(N - 3) 

‘j 
7.0 0.3. - 1.1 

,.5.8 1.0 - 0.5. ' 

'5.9 1.5' ,: 0.4 
5.8 1.6 : :- 0.1 
5.0 1.4 - 0.4, : 
6.0. 1.3 +X6 ,( 

N d 
5.4 1.6 
7.7 1.2 _y:: 
'5.4 1.2 - 0.5'., ,. 
7.3 1.0; -.0,6 
5.3 1.5 0;o. 

S. 
: . 

: 

5i4 1.4 -'0,4 
6.4 l,tl + 0.6 
4.6 1.1. +' 0.1 

5.2 0.4 + 1.1 
5.0 0:4 +0.7 .i 

_, .:- 

6.4, 0.7 ). 
4.7 1.0 0.0 : ” 
4.4 1.1 + 0.2 
5,2 .,0,7 ,o.o 
5.5 1;2 '+ 0.5 
,2.8 1.6 t. + 0.6 
713 0.5 + 0';2 ., _. 

N; -, 
d,'2.‘ 0.5 '.'. -.0.3 
2.2 1.8 '.,+ ItO 
4.0 0.8. (I + 0'.5 
4.1 l&l +0.1, 
4.6 0.7. + 0.1. ', 

,‘. 
A- 

-. 
0.7' 0.4' ,+O.l 
4.6 0.9 '.I- 0.3 
5.,5 0.3 +'0.2: 
3.5 0.'5 ( 41.0) 
4.1 0.3 : - 0.1 
3.9' 0.3 - 0.1 ( 

.- 
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Group A. Groub B. W/T 

. Date Period dow W.' T. Vi& 'sJ/T DifYbr~ 
I, :: : ‘, ‘.. .1 

27.1.k) 1. 5 
28.1.44) 

-l. 5.0 5'.0 i.0 Dawn ki:l 6.5 0.8 - 0.2 _: 
'4.6 -5.4 0.9 6'17 5.5 1.2 + 0.3,. ’ 

1.2.44 
8.2.44 1 

-_ ,4.5 .4.3 '1.0 S’5Z.9 5.9 1.0 03 
4 .o *..o 1.0 : 417 4.7 1.0 .’ 0.0 

17.2.44) ,.-'3.7 4.7 0.8 ..sj9 5.0. i.2 +0.4 ,' 21,2.44),; 

::- 

3.4 5.1 0.7 -'4i9 4.2 1.2 4 0.5 _' 

23.2:44) :4.0, 5.8 0.7 :, 1.0 + 0.3 
- ’ c. 

$12 6.5. 

: 
:s ‘. L 

.I 
N, ‘- 

24.2.44) 2. ’ .’ 3..,7. 5.4 0.v I '4.7 

S{O 

1.3 + 0.6 

28.2.44) 4.0' 3.9 ” 3.3.44)'. ; ,, 3.7 9',0 ;:g.' ,' 5b4.v 1.1' -.o.‘l 

16.3.44 I 
9 T.3.44 2.1 .2.8 0.8 : 6!3 3.5 _’ 1.8 f 1.0 '. 

3.3 3.5 0.9 1.0 .c 0.1'. 
. , 

4.17 .4;5 

* . . _&‘. 

': 

,; /is.. :: : ; 
.' 3. '. f.. 

2.8 2.6 1.1 " '1 1 I:1 1.5 
5:/k 3.8 

0.7 ,+ 0.4 

'; 
1.09 '3c3 0..6 
1,5'2;3 0.7 3.6 5.!'2 

1.4 -.(),8' 
1.4 - 0.7 I ~ 

6.4.44) .2.7 3.5 0.8 
iJ.4.44) 21.1 : .3;2 0.7, ;:~ 

JA4.44) ._ 1.5 2.0 '0;8 5. 

3 

27.1.44.) 1. : ois 3.5 2.6 i.3 li: 8. 28.1.44) - 4.5. 3.6 1.2 

1.2.44) i ._ 4.9 3.7.' 1.3 ;; 

8.2.44) 
',' 

5.1 4.4 il.2 .. 5; 
17.2.44.). i1 yV.4 4;7 -..1.6 
21.2i44) 

.5. 

k3.2,$4) 
6.8 !3;9, 1.7 
,564 3,'9 'lr4' ;:: 

L 

.L 

24.'2,44.) 2. .’ 
_i& 

8.5 4.6 . ir6 5 rl 
28.2.44j '.j.,; se9 0.9, 
3.3.'44) .-c.9’ 3.1 
9.3.44) ::s: 5.' 

16.3.44) 1.7. 4.r 

37.3.443 
21,3,44) 3. 
23.3.44) 
30.3.44 
6.4.44 I 
13.4,44) 
14.4.44) 

3,s; '1;9 -1.9 a ,. 4.t 
5.4 .2,7 2.0 5: 
.4.8 3.9 ;:; 4.1 
3.2 2.4 ,; 
3.8 ,3.3 x,2 -" % 

3.2 '2.1 1 l 5. 5,.( : 

.~ ._ 

Mzaxi, d5ff ?Eenoe ,fE"' experimen ta1 group ( 
i control It 

n t? 11 ~experk3ntal group ( 
, 

.’ 
. . . .,L. 

. 

2.3 2.0 - 1.8 ., .; I 
4.5 1.2 -.a;5 .: 
4.2 1.4' - 0.6 

4.3 1.5 + 0.2 *’ 
'4.1 l,,S + 0.4 
4.7 1.1 - 0.2 
4.6 1.2 .o*o : 
4.4' 1.2 - 0.4 
4;o 1.7 !O.O 
3.9 1.4 .' o,.o 

N.;‘,’ ‘., 

4..5'1;3 - 0,,5 
.5'.4 lb.0 ,+ 0.1 
3.7 148 +0.2 _. 
4.2 1.4 + 0.3. . . 
4.7, 1.0 q O.? ‘. ,. 

4.2 1.0 * 0.9 . . 
5.7. 0.9 +‘l.l 
4.5 0.9 + Q.3, ,-, 
3'.8, 1.2 ’ + 0.h 1 
4.0 1.0 +o.a 
4;l 1.4 *.o.z : 

. . 
., _‘. 

8) 0 + 0.02 

1.1 + - 0.096 0.01 
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The results (..- & first experiment indicate several 
praotioal points. It i:J evident that a definite amount of time 
could,be saved in the cow-shed if the cups werei:removed as soon as 
milk:flow ceased. Another signifioant point islithe faot that, 
provided the'oows are adequately Stimulated by washing or otherwise 
handling the teats, the- milk flow starts immediately.,the oups are 
put on. I?'iiS iS at, Variance with Pet8rS8n'S Views. In, a I'eO8nt 
paper (Petersen: The Cow's Udder and its Activity. Int. Assoo. 
Milk Dealers Assoc. Bull. 35 (14) 191 (1943) );ihe suggests as a 
practical milking procedure that the bows should be started, one 
minute before the cups are put on. Our experiments suggest that 
atleaSt When the,cowa are US8d to,it, the cups @ay be applied 
immediately after the teats have *been stimulated. 

,, 1; 
The variation'in milking oharacterigtics be-tween cowg 

would suggest that where maximum efficiency WasBrequired in the 
Shed the OoWs with poor milk flow curves shouldiibe culled. In this 
oonneotion the faot that,the milking rate generally tends to rise 
withethe total amount of milk yield8d means that poor producing, 
‘COWS take a 'longer time,tq deliver a given quantiity,of milk than 
good.milkers. 1: 

iI 
In view of the importan,ce usually plaqed on the pulsator 

by milking, machine experts the results of th8 experimenton the 
relation between stimulus' and milking efficienoy are surprising. 
HOWeVer, the views previously,held on this Subject. had no sound 
basis and on theoretical.grounds our results are not unexpected. 
The praotioal significance of the results lies Irn the faot that it 
ie necessary to apply only a very short squeeze I$o'the teat by meana 
of the $lSator. The shorter the squeeze phase jthe less 
obstruction to milk flc;.: and therefore the faster the maohine oan 
take the milk away.. it is unlikely that the effect of very short 
squeeze on milking rate will be very'marked as o,ur results have 
shown that a good machine with no f'gadgets" wlll,handle the milk as 
'fast as the cow can deliver, it with a normal pulsation. Neve rthe- 
less,'there Is no point in having a longer sque$ze phase than is 
mechanically convenient. A praotical ratio of 25:75 is suggested. 
The 8Xp8riment on the effect of the Stimulus giV;en demonstrate8 the 
faot that cows,'need not be Started any'significa,,nt time before the 
cups are put on. Ii 

There' oan be no doubt about the effect of' pituitary 
extraot on the milk ejection process. The results given show that 
it is highly likely that the reflex seoretion ofij a hormone by the 
pituitary gland is th8 meohanism of the "letting down" reflex. The 
variation inamount of milk which can b8 drawn w,hen the,.reflex is 
prevented by the injection of. adrenalin is interesting and it is 
hoped can be related to the.mechanlcal structurei‘of the udder. 
When a COW oan deliver a fair proportion of her milk befOr the 
rest' is *"let down” we have the. optimum condition/s for fast milking 
as the "letting down" reflex can come into ,full #play before the 
milk aistern and larger ducts are drained. In t'h8 0898 of COWS 
whioh let their milk down Slowly and yield only 'a .small amount of 
milk whioh oan'be drained,before the reflex funo$ions, Petersen's 
suggestion of stimulation one minute before milking would be 
helpful. !,. 

/ 

Th8 8ff8Ct of pulling down on,the cupsj after miik flow has 
slowed up is very marl&l. ,This is in agreement pith practical 
sxperienoe and is 8Xpli;ined by Petersen (Abstract of paper given to 
American Dairy Science Lssn.,. J.D.S., 26, 8, 752, 1943, and full 
paper to be published in this Journal) as due to:, the, faot that as 
the Udder',8mpties the teat cups crawl up the tea$S, SO closing the 
orifice between the teat and, gland Sinus. The pulling dam of the : 
oups causes the orifice to open and so'permits df complete drainage 
pf the"udder. An examination of the behaviour bf SODie maohin8S 
would suggest that this is probably a correct ek:planation. There i 

j ‘. 
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little doubt that’if hand stripping is done away! with this pulling 
down on the cups or, as the ilmericans call it, Tchine stripping, 
should, be practised o 

I ,j 
Our results HO f:lr raise several tlieor:etical questi0n.s of 

great interest. In p:: I~‘,.: cular’the fundamental dlharacter of the 
“letting down.” reflex a:*i! 

.elucidation. 
&ts relation to shed technique requires 

Before discussing -this point it .wo(uld help to draw 
attention: to certain a’spects of the nature of the. conditioned. 
r,ef lexes. A conditioned reflex arises when a st”i.mulus (conditioned 
stimulus) not normally associated with a natural reflex arising 
from a normal stimulus (unconditioned, stimulus) /is linked up with . 
that natural reflex in a number of ways. The classical natural 
reflex used by Pavlov is the seoretion of saliva caused by the ,. 
eating, of food. The presence of the food in the’ mouth is the 
natural stimulus to the natural reflex, the sedgetion of saliva. 
Now, if a whistle is sounded for say 30 .seconds :and after a short : 
interval the animal .( in Pavlov’s case, the dog) i,is fed, and this 
n,ycle is’ repeated several ‘times, it isfound that mere sounding 
of the whistle will cause secretion of ,saliva.. ?f the sequence of 
events is reversed,, however, no amount of, repetiiition will establish 
a conditioned reflex. j:, _ 

A point arising’fr6m this fact is of dbnsiderable intor- 
est in relation to the milking problem. If a co’nditi’oned stimulus ‘, 
(or a .sequenoe of stimuli) regularly precedes a ‘natural stimulus 
evakin& a particular response, that response will. ultimately be 
.etioked by ,the conditioned stimulus alone.. In’ the case of the milk 
ojeotion reflex the natural stimulus is t.he tactiile stimulation of 
the teats.. However,, modern mechanical milking rgquires a relative- 
ly’ orderiy sequence of’ events prior to -the actua!l applioation of 
the natural stimulus to the teats. Hence’ we would.‘expeot that the’ 

‘, 

sequ,ence of events’ would become the oonditioned /stimuli for the 
e jeotion reflex which. thus becomes primarily a conditioned reflex. 
However,. any events hap’;‘c-‘ni.ng subsequent to the ‘ejection of milk 
Will not influenc’e tho ;“l;‘le’x. This is important because it means, 
that the hand strippil1.g C? a cow can play no part in the condition- 
ing of the “letting down" process if Pavlov’s thikories are oorrect. 
In other words, hand stripping is necessary only to remove the milk 
from the cow wh,ich cannot be obtained by the mac;hine‘for mechanical 
reasons. Wachine stripping” which enables all ,,of the milk to be 
drawn is all that is, necessary. I. ,-. 1 ‘. - 

ZWp .exceptions to this statement should be made’ ‘. ‘Firstly, 
in a ,shed .where “rafferty‘ rules” are. the normal istate it ,is con- 
ceivable that some cows will not let down their lmilk until they are. 
hand stripped. In other words, the additional natural tactile 
stimulus is necessary and in such cases the milk, drawn by the. . 
machine will be that contained in the milk, cisteirn and larger‘ 
duets.- The second exoeption would be the case 9f a cow ‘which 
milked very slowly due to a tight sphincter at the base of the teat 
or an inefficient machine. In such a case the $ni’tial, “letting ‘- 
down” reflex might be come “tired M (due to tiring of the musculature 
or dissipation of the hormone ,controlling the p$ocess) and the 
application of a,second stimulus due to hand stripping would renew 
the refl,ex if. “tiring” were due to dissipation’ Tf,, the hormone. 

., . 
Another.Peature of conditioned ;reflexes having’ a possible 

bearing. on the. problem of’ efficient milking is ghc fact that an 
animal can have a reflex conditioned so’ that .while the sequence of 
events, .a, b, c, may be positive in its action, iany other sequence 
will be without effect or will have adtiminished/:effect. If it- can 
be shown. (and future work is planned with this in mind) that a COW. 
is as sensitive as a dog to conditioning it would appear of . 
practical importance to unsure that the milking i,routino .be. strictly 
adhered to. AlDmst al.1 of the environmental factors.in the shed. 
can become conditioned or;$‘muli. Pavlov’ has shoti that sound, 
visual phenomena, e1ectri.c shook, temperature, smell - in ,faCt 
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anything oapable of stimulating a receptor organ - may become a’ 
conditioned stimulus. Even regular intervals of time between 
events can become effective as conditioned stimuli. 

It can be shown that a well establishdd .conditioned 
reflex will ,temporarily disappear if the animal /concerned has been 
subjected to some marked external stimulus not rielated to the usual 

.stimuli associated with the reflex. For ins tano,,e, a flash of light 
or an unusual sound will upset a;conditioned reflex, though the 
latter will re-establish itself if the inhibiting stimulus is i 
removed . This ‘phenomenon Pavlov called external;. inhibition. It 
is different from the type of phenomena arising iif an animal is 
treated in such ‘a, way tLat an emotional response/ evoking hormonal 
changes is produced. Our experiments have. demonstrated the. effect ’ 
of fright and the related faotor adrenalin. TheI$e must not ‘be .’ 

-confused with an inhibiting of a cond,itioned ref&ex due to, a mild 
stimulus evoking a natural response other than that associated tilth 
the inhibited reflex, such a response not.produc?ng any endocrine ’ 
change. This bringsus ,to an explanation of the! results of the 
experiment with two different levels of stimuli applied. by the 
milking machine. There was no difference in response be.tween the 
cows milked with a normal stimulus and those milked. with an 
abnormally small stimulus. On the other hand when the machine was 
applied without any pulsation this normal reflex/,failed. The, 
notable feature about the application of the machine without 
pulsation was the evident discomfort caused to some of the Cows. 
It would appear that the failure of the reflex arose. not from the . 
absence of a stimulus to the teat as such but from the fact’that the 
application of a teat oup under vacuum with no squeezing action 
causes considerable discomfort - there being no massaging of the 
teat end. This unusual and uncomfortable situation would cause an 
inhibition ‘of the ‘usual conditioned reflex. Once the reflex has 
been evoked, subsequent discomforSt due to stopping pulsation did 
not cause the withdrawal of the milk to be hindered, The limit .to 
this would presumably apply when the cow became actively annoyed 
by the discomfort and as a result the seoretion of adrenalin would 
antagonise the action of the ‘pituitary principle! 

It night be suggetited that the inhibition of,‘the ejection 
reflex could be explained entirely by the aotioni:of adrenalin. : 
However, this hormone is normally associated with fright and 
similar emotional conditions but the ejection reflex is apparcnt’ly 
upset _by faotors which, while extraneous to the milking process,. 
are not,likely to cause ‘fright. In one of our preliminary 
experiments a small dose of adrenalin was in Sect&d. This was 
adequate to cause such symptoms as slight frothing’ at the mouth, 
cessation of chewing the cud and bulging eyes, but had no signifi- 
cant effect .on the milk ejection curve. Yet in the. case of a cow 
whose. ejeotion curve was upset by a heifer rushing into the shed 
there was no marked- emotional response suggesting a rise in 
adrenalin secretion. Pavlov found with his dpgs! that the evoking 
of ‘an inquisitive response - described aptly as a What is it?” 
reflex - would inhibit ‘a conditioned reflex. This could well apply 
in the case’ of the cow, as well.’ We are led to the oonclusi’on that 
two faotors may upset the milking process: inhibftion of the 
letting-down reflex as such the inhibition oocurrlng between the 
reception of the stimuli and the secretion of thy hormone, and’ 
inhibition of the action of the pituitary homnonc, on the mammary 
musculature due to the. antagonistio’aotion of adtenalin which is in 
turn. dependent on a natural ref’lex evokad ,by fear. In future- 
‘experiments it is hoped that these two factors oan be disentangled 
and their relative importanoe assessed. 1: I, 

. . 
The praotioal conclusions which can bch drawn tentatively 

are:- .’ I 

1. .Most efficient milking will be achieved if a thoroughly 
regular procedure is adopted. ‘The cows should become 
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3. . 

conditioned .to letting down their milk du 
process of washing the teats after which 
applied immediately, , 

: 
No extraneous stimuli: such as loud noises 
actions should be permitted, and nothing 1: 
ouriosity or fear in the animals should OI 

"Machine stripping ;"should be praoti'sed a: 
is evident by the sight‘glass that milkin& 
Sight glasses should,, therefore, be part ( 
equipment. 

it is felt 
The work is at'present only of a prel 
that we are merely at the beginning 

be an extremely interesting series of investigr 
development of, a portable apparatus will'enable 
work into the.fi.eld so that along with laboratc 
oan oarry out work on miiking efficiency under 
conditions. Incidentally, the extension of the 
apparatus to the study'of milk ejection in othe 
practical and our future plans include a study 
of the ejection reflex in'cows‘which have never 
methods other.than natural suckling of the calf 

‘. DISCUSSION . 

Mr C.E. Ballinger: 
(1) I-$as Mr-Whittlestonany graphs taken whe 

quarters first followed by the other tw 

(2) Is there any tendency on the part of th 
the end of her lactation to need stripp 
in the beginning? 

deply : 

(1) The milk is let down simultaneously in . 
manipulation of two. teats would affect - 
quarters. So far'.no'experiments record: 
from other than the'complete udderhave 

(2) Yes; the tendency'towards‘ ltstrippiness'V 
towards the end of laotation. 

Mr -A.H. Ward:' I think no tribute can be too hi& 
inventive genius in this respect because the 
designed in the study of milk ej.ection'in'thc 
tremendous possibilities for further study of 
question I want to ask at this stage ia: Ha2 
data on the effect of washing the udder and I 
immediately as compared with. the effect of WE 
putting the cups on some minutes afterwards? 

: 

J&Q: Petersen recommends the starting of the 
the cups are put on. In all of our experimen 
practice of'starting the oow by washing the t 

-' the cups immediately. As you oan see milking 
immediately, There appears to be very little 
a minute between. stimulation and the,.applicat 
think, from a praotical point of view, it is 
to apply.the cups immediately the teats have 
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L to Mr Whittlest&s 
.pparatus he has 
cow opens up 
this problem. The 
Mr Whittleston any 
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Mr J.B. Swan: Has Mr..Whittleston any cxplanat 
the delay in t,he effect of adrenalin in siol 
suppressing milk ej.ection? We are all fam 

.rapidity with which adrenalin acts. Is-the. 
on .the long latent period before it acts on 

Reply: -The adrenalin,acts almost ins'tantaneoul 
one obtains some milk after the action of a( 
place is due to'the fact that the milk held 
duets is withdrawn,al,d that milk will be wi- 
conditions in which.the animals have been.st 
It appears that .the cow can have no control 
whioh oan beg drawn without the need for the 
process coming into effe,ct. ’ 
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